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Stolen wine recovered on East Coast
$300,000 haul taken from wine
cellar at Yountville’s French Laundry
turns up at home in Greensboro, NC
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

The $300,000 of world-class wine
whisked away from a Yountville restaurant last month has been found — in a
private cellar in North Carolina — but
who took it remains a mystery.
Stolen in a Christmas Day heist from

world-renowned French Laundry, the
76 bottles of mainly rare French wine
ended up in Greensboro, Napa County
Sheriff’s Capt. Doug Pike said. All but
a couple of the bottles have been recovered.
The break in the case came amid widespread publicity of the heist and with the
help of sophisticated tracking technology, according to Pike.
The stolen wine included bottles of
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, one of the
most prestigious producers in the world,
where the winery owners use laser and
digital technology on corks, capsules and

other parts of each bottle to curb counterfeiting and theft. A single bottle from
the French estate can retail for as much
as $10,000 and appreciate roughly 20 percent per year in storage, according to
DRC’s exclusive U.S. importer.
After the theft, law enforcement authorities spread word of the pilfered collection through trade publications and
auction houses as well as through the
extensive social media contact list for
Thomas Keller, the world-famous chef
and French Laundry owner.
Two Napa detectives flew to the East
Coast on Monday and verified the bottles

were those taken from The French Laundry, Pike said.
Sheriff’s officials shared few additional details about how and where the wine
was discovered, saying they did not want
to undermine their inquiry.
Detectives still are investigating who
broke into the restaurant, stole and sold
the wine. Sheriff’s officials did not publicly disclose who had the wine in North
Carolina. No arrests have been made.
Investigators are looking into the possibility that the theft was carried out by
people connected to the restaurant.

WILLITS BYPASS PROJECT
2 workers briefly trapped when 150-section of span
under construction as part of Highway 101 reroute gives way

5 hurt in bridge collapse
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Abortion
bill revolt
opens rift
in GOP
New party leaders among
women objecting to House
bill tightening restrictions
By JEREMY W. PETERS
N EW YO R K T I M ES

Adams said.
A search was conducted to ensure everyone on the site was accounted for, he said.
The collapse did not happen in an area
accessible to the public,
Frisbie said. The bypass
ONLINE
runs largely east of town
For a video from and Highway 101.
the scene of the
The injured workers
bridge collapse,
were employed by Flatgo to press
iron, a Colorado-based
democrat.com. infrastructure company.
A Flatiron spokeswoman
referred questions to Caltrans.
Frisbie said Caltrans safety officers and
engineers were heading to the site and
would be on the scene today to investigate.
Construction work on the rest of the collapsed bridge was halted, but work con-

WASHINGTON — House Republicans struggled Thursday
to mend another unwelcome rift
that threatens to tarnish their
party’s image with women and
younger voters, shelving a contentious bill that would outlaw
most abortions after 20 weeks of
pregnancy.
Party leaders, facing a revolt
from Republican women members who objected that the legislation did not do enough to
accommodate victims of rape,
instead called a vote on a separate but more limited measure
to forbid the use of taxpayer
money for abortions. It passed
239-179, with only one Republican voting no.
But the vote tally masked a divide so deep that some conservatives left the Capitol saying they
did not know when Congress
could take up the issue again,
despite pledges from leaders
in both chambers to do so now
that Republicans controlled the
House and the Senate.
The rebellion created an awkward tension between Republican lawmakers on Capitol Hill
and the thousands of abortion
opponents who gathered just
steps away on the National Mall
to mark the 42nd anniversary of
the Roe v. Wade decision.
One of the most striking aspects of the split was that some
of the Republican women leading it were members of the party’s leadership team, including
young, emerging faces that
House Speaker John Boehner,
and his deputies have been trying to give a higher profile.
“We have a responsibility,” said Rep. Jackie Walorski,
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A portion of the Highway 101 bypass bridge under construction west of Willits collapsed Thursday, injuring at least three people.
Workers were pouring concrete into the wooden framework of the structure when it gave way, officials said.
By GLENDA ANDERSON
and JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRES S D E MO C RAT

Two workers were briefly trapped and
at least three people were sent to the hospital Thursday when part of the Highway
101 bypass bridge under construction in
Willits collapsed, Caltrans officials and
emergency personnel said.
The collapse turned an approximately 150-foot section of bridge into a giant
pile of sticks and steel and dumped wet
concrete — which is toxic to fish — into a
stream.
The collapsed bridge is part of the estimated $275 million bypass Caltrans is constructing to reroute Highway 101 around
Willits.
Workers were pouring concrete into a

section of falsework, which is the frame of
the bypass, at East Valley Street sometime
after 2 p.m. when the bridge section collapsed, Caltrans spokesman Phil Frisbie
Jr. said. There was conflicting information
about the number of injuries and where
people were standing when the bridge collapsed. Frisbie said the contractor, Flatiron Construction, reported three injured
workers. CHP spokesman Kylar Adams
said there were five people injured.
One of two workers trapped in the debris was able to free himself, Little Lake
Volunteer Fire Chief Carl Magann said.
The other worker, who suffered major
injuries, had to be freed by fire and construction crews and was airlifted to an
out-of-county hospital, he said.
Two of the workers suffered moderate
injuries and two had only minor injuries,

The fight to keep cursive in the classroom
On National Handwriting Day,
Windsor advocate, others cite
developmental benefits of style
By MARY CALLAHAN

I

THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

n the nearly 2½ centuries since John
Hancock famously endorsed the Declaration of Independence with a signature so bold and flamboyant his name
eventually became synonymous with
the term, technology has challenged the
relevance of handwriting so profoundly
that some schoolchildren aren’t even
taught cursive writing anymore.
But today, on the 279th anniversary of

Hancock’s birth, supporters of cursive
education hope to remind the public
of the developmental and educational
benefits linked to a style of expression
some are perhaps too ready to relegate
to the past.
National Handwriting Day, a commemorative occasion that’s endured in
semi-obscurity since 1977, may be gaining
traction thanks to newly developed
Common Core curriculum standards embraced around the country that omit any
requirement for cursive instruction. At
least, that’s the hope of those who support
handwriting the old-fashioned way.
But even before the adoption of the
national Common Core standards by
46 states and the District of Columbia,
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PETER STEVENSON / New York Times, 2011

With most states adopting the Common Core
curriculum, which omits teaching cursive writing,
National Handwriting Day has become an
opportunity for advocates to extol its benefits.
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